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Welcome to your home away from 
home in the Cyclades!

Whether you are looking for authen-
tic experiences or a unique retreat, 
don’t look any further, because you’ve 
found your place to be! At Rocabella 
Mykonos, our goal has always been 
to appeal to genuine travellers, those 
wanderlust seeking who dislike 
anything pretentious and want to 
unwind at places where they can be 
nothing more than themselves.

We’ve created this Cycladic haven 
centred around the warmth and 
sincerity that forms the basis of Greek 
hospitality as well as the simplicity that 
characterises the Cycladic architecture.  

Character is what makes a hotel 
fall short or stand out; its ability to 
introduce you to a world of authentic-
ity, which will carry you away in its 
rhythms and make you feel at home. 
At the end of the day, Rocabella is the 
microcosm that we ourselves look for 
while travelling.

This homely atmosphere is what we as 
a team strive for so that you’ll enjoy 
your experience here to the fullest. 
After all, from the rooms to the 
restaurant, from the pool to the spa, 
and from the concept store to each 
and every corner, Rocabella has a 
story to tell, and you are a part of it.

Enjoy your stay!

ON A PERSONAL NOTE

Owner of Rocabella Mykonos

A HOLISTIC WELLNESS EXPERIENCE
UNWIND – REST – RECOVER

ROCABEL LA  SPA

HOURS OF 
OPERATION

Please contact our concierge desk 
for your appointment. 

10:00 am – 
19:00 pm daily
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| STAY |

The 26 rooms & suites & the brand-
new Villa respect and faithfully serve 
the simplicity of the Cycladic aesthetics. 
Simple lines, bright white, earth tones 
and natural materials, along with 
stunning views of the Aegean Sea 
and the picturesque Chora,

compose everything that awakens 
the wanderer within you.With sea 
views, mini plunge pools and 
balconies or verandas for quality 
relaxation, our rooms & suites 
feature everything you need to 
make you feel like home…

| STAY |
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WHISPERS
OF WELCOME

Our world is made of true hospitality values, 
passion for design & love for exquisite taste. Discover it. 

Rocabella Mykonos Hotel initiates 
you into a high-end experience for 
real travellers wanting to live life to 
its fullest and always dream of new 
experiences. It introduces you to

a private retreat without feeling cut 
off from the island’s rhythms, as it 
is ideally located at the village and 
beach of Agios Stefanos, just 
5 minutes’ drive from Chora. 
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| STAY |

At Rocabella Mykonos, we believe in people 
& moments, offering all you need to turn your 
moments here into a life experience. All we 
need from you is to find your own kind of 
happiness and indulge in an experience 
of genuine hospitality.

For more info 
www.rocabella-hotel-mykonos.com 
Use #rocabellamykonos

ROCABELLA 
IN A BITE

RocabellaMykonos

rocabellamykonos

FIND
US

| STAY |
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This season the lights are on at our 
newly renovated rooms, making the 
second exciting step in our journey 
of transformation, after the last year 
birth of our one and only villa. 
We have elevated our rooms,

creating a blend of style and comfort, 
perfect for hosting groups of friends 
and families. Designed to embody our 
philosophy of connected rooms, these 
upgraded spaces offer a larger, more 
inviting atmosphere. 

www.facebook.com/RocabellaMykonos
www.instagram.com/rocabellamykonos/ 


| TITLE |
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This 160 sqm heaven features three bedrooms, three 
bathrooms, an open-air  living room, and a fully 
equipped kitchen exclusively available for private 
cooking by our executive chef. Additionally, 
there’s a dining area where guests can 
enjoy an unforgettable private 
dinner experience.

Our one and only villa, designed by the talented architect Eleftherios 
Ambatzis, stands as a symbol of unparalleled luxury. It marks a new era
at Rocabella Mykonos, promising even more exciting developments on 
the horizon.

| STAY |
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YOU ARE 
THE ONLY ONE!
Attention luxury seekers! Experience a legendary getaway

at Rocabella Villa, where every moment is carefully
tailored to perfection just for you.
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| STAY |

While enjoying complete privacy in their own 
heaven, guests can still access all of the hotel’s facilities. 

The villa’s zen outdoor living room provides a dreamy view of Mykonos Town 
and the sound of the pool’s cascading waters 

adds to the overall serene ambiance.

 - 12

With a private swimming pool providing 
breathtaking views, the Villa is a perfect choice 

for couples, friends, or families seeking 
a truly unique and exclusive

 holiday experience.
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| THE STORY LINE |

Perched on the stunning island of 
Mykonos, Rocabella’s story is one 
of timeless charm and authentic 
kindness to guests. It started back 
in 2000, but its family roots go even 
further back to the 1980s when its 
sister hotel flourished in Santorini
island. 

The name Rocabella, which means 
“beautiful stone” in Italian, honors the 
lovely stones that was originally part 
of its setting.

Right from the start, Rocabella has 
been all about genuine warmth and 
making guests feel at home. Today, 
under the care of the Kalfopoulos 
family’s second generation, the hotel 
got a big makeover in 2018. Roy 
Kalfopoulou, always dreamed of 
making Rocabella a high-end 5*
boutique hotel, and she made it 
happen by joining the prestigious 
Design Hotels group.

| THE STORY LINE |
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A HOSPITALITY
(FAIRY) TALE

Come along as we take a stroll through the beautiful
tale of Rocabella’s past, where every twist and turn reveals

the true heart of hospitality.

HIGHLIGHTS

5* beach resort
Fully renovated 
2019

OCCUPANCY

26 Rooms and Suites
One 3 - Bedroom Villa

RECREATION

Gym facilities,
Daily Yoga

ARCHITECTURE

Eleftherios Ampatzis

CULLINARY OFFERINGS

Award-Winning 
Greek Cuisine, Restaurant 
& Pool Bar, Wine Tasting, 
Cooking Lessons.

ADDITIONAL 

AMENITIES

Concierge Service, 
Electric Vehicles to 
transport guests

WELLNESS 

FACILITIES

Spa,  Wellness Shala, 
Daily Yoga, 
Beauty Treatments

NEAREST 

AIRPORT

JMK - Mykonos Airport

ROCABELLA MYKONOS TODAY 

KEY POINTS

Swimming pool 
with panoramic views
Member of Design Hotels
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| THE STORY LINE |

What differentiates us from a Mykonos 
Villa? We offer 24/7 security to guests 
& we are not located remotely as 
most villas of the island. Also, we offer 
breakfast included in the rate & guests 
have access to our gym, spa (villas 
guests have the privilege to be offered 
a massage session & our VIP package) 
& the wellness shala.

Here’s to the next 
chapter of this 
amazing retreat, 
where the tradition 
of kindness lives 
on, and dreams keep 
coming true!

| THE STORY LINE |
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The owner’s motto for Rocabella 
is “sustainability first” which means 
they’re always looking for ways to 
improve things while keeping the 
environment in mind. With a dedicated 
team behind it, Rocabella continues to 
be a place where people feel special 
and cared for.

But through all the 
changes, one thing hasn’t 
changed: the hotel’s 
heartwarming hospitality. 



| DINE & DRINK |

We are proud to emphasize our love for Greece 
by showcasing a curated selection of Greek 
wines (wine list is curated by our in house som-
meliers) and beers, each choice perfectly harmo-
nizes with our food menu. And do not overlook 
our latest addition - our new cocktail list, where 
we’ve carefully curated a selection of Greek-
inspired cocktails. Discover your favorite one, 
and start your dinner by the poolside savoring its 
flavors as you bask in the warmth of the sun and 
the essence of the Mediterranean!

*reservation is necessary

Agios Stefanos, Mykonos 
tel. +30 2289028930
reeza@rocabellamykonos.com
www.rocabella-hotel-mykonos.com/reeza/

REEZA 
IN A 
BITE

reezarestaurant

reeza_restaurant

FIND
US

| DINE & DRINK |
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TASTE THE
MEDITERRANEAN
Immerse yourself in an experience that celebrates Greece’s

rich culinary heritage, where each dish is a testament to tradition
revitalized with a modern twist and served with exceptional hospitality!

www.rocabella-hotel-mykonos.com/reeza/
https://www.facebook.com/reezarestaurant
https://www.instagram.com/reeza_restaurant/
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| OUR WORLD |

Experience the essence of Rocabella Mykonos through our unique home experiences. 
Enjoy an intimate private dining, unwind with poolside bliss and savor international 
flavors and inspiring cocktails, let yourself into a Greek fusion culinary journey. From 
floating breakfast to picturesque picnics, every moment with us promises luxury and 
tranquility, and tranforms your dreams to reality. Join us to embark on a journey, level 
up your stay and your future memories. 

Poolside Dream
Kick back by the pool and enjoy our 
comfort lunch menu, creative cock-
tails, pool bar drinks and refresh-
ing beverages. Taste international 
cuisine flavors and comfort choices, 
as well as snacks or light meals, say 
“yes” to the addictive proposals of

Cactee bar menu and indulge in 
days of joy; the true definition of “il 
bel far niente” (*the beauty of do-
ing nothing) is waiting for you. Don’t 
forget to catch the magical sunset 
over Delos and Chora for a truly 
unforgettable experience of blissful 
relaxation!

| OUR WORLD |
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UNIQUE 
HOME 

EXPERIENCES 
AHEAD!

Discover a world where every moment feels like your dream home,
yet filled with extraordinary experiences that transcend the ordinary.

Rocabella Mykonos knows how to transform your moments into lifetime memories.
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| OUR WORLD |

Creative Cooking Lessons 
of Greek Cuisine 
Our chef invites you to take part in an 
exceptional master class in creative 
Greek cuisine. With his guidance, you 
will have the chance to cook as well
as enjoy amazing dishes under the 
pergola overlooking the Aegean Sea.

Unforgettable Wine Tasting
of Greek Varieties 
Delve into the Greek wines, which be sure 
that they will be included in your favourites. 
Our sommelier promises to introduce you to 
the fascinating world of the Greek vineyards 
in the best way possible and guide you through 
a journet of exquisite flavors and aromas.

| OUR WORLD |
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New Greek Fusion Philosophy 
at Reeza award winning 
(FNL Awards) restaurant
Savor Greek Fusion Cuisine at Reeza 
restaurant, where traditional flavors 
meet modern creativity. Our updated 
menu celebrates locally sourced in-
gredients paired with premium Greek 
wines and beers. 

*Reservation is necessary. 
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| OUR WORLD |

Our skilled drivers and contemporary fleet are at your disposal to explore every
corner of the island. From secluded picnics in hidden gems to beach excursions, 

our services go beyond traditional transportation. Embrace the freedom to discover
and indulge in bespoke experiences tailored to your desires. 

IT’S AN EXPLORATION
OF ALL THE ISLAND

HAS TO OFFER!

| OUR WORLD |
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Island Explorer: Beyond Transportation 
Whether you are travelling solo or in a group our drivers are available to provide you with

high end transportation around the island. They can pick you up from the airport 
or port and take you to any place you want. We offer top-notch tranfer services 

with a fleet of modern and electric only vehicles.

WITH US, YOUR JOURNEY 
ISN’T LIMITED TO POINT 

A TO POINT B; 
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| OUR WORLD |

Island Dream Picnics
We believe in providing our guests 
with unforgettable experiences like 
our unique picnic service! Choose the 
delicious dishes you prefer in your 
picnic basket from our picnic menu 
and just dream about the “where.” 
We can organize your picnic any
where on the island that inspires you,

ensuring one of your most romantic 
experiences. Contact our concierge 
team to give you the guidelines to se-
lect the most suitable beach or spot, 
the ideal menu and provide you with 
free amenities as beach towels and 
beach umbrellas for you to enjoy an 
amazing overall picnic experience.

| OUR WORLD |
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Heart – Shaped (Floating Breakfast) Experience
Attention all Instagrammers, bloggers foodies, luxury seekers & lovebirds! 

Our heart-shaped floating tray is the perfect addition to your pool, and the 
perfect way to surprise your partner or pamper yourself in style. 

Choose among a variety of our delicious breakfast menu and complement it 
with a bottle of sparkling wine, all while soaking up the sun and enjoying the 

stunning view. Our team would be more than happy to assist you! 
For more information, ask the reception.
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| OUR WORLD |

Fall in love with the 
Artisan corner
Located in the reception area, 
we are proud to introduce you 
the Artisan Corner, a delightful 
space where guests can explore 
and uncover an array of Greek 
treasures. From handmade 
ceramics cups, candles, and 
vases to Rocabella amenities, 
books, and jewelry, each piece 
tells a story of Greek craftsman-
ship and design. Browse through 
a collection of unique souvenirs 
and treasures, all sourced from 
talented local designers.

| OUR WORLD |
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Private Dinners with Stunning Views
Pamper yourself by enjoying a private dinner tailored to your 
needs and combine a unique culinary experience with the dazzling 
views of shining Mykonos town and Delos & Rhenia islands from 
our pool area. Do you want something more special and private? 
Then turn your suite into your own private restaurant and let us 
pamper you with exquisite suggestions. If you would like to surprise 
him/her and have fresh flowers or/and our signature chocolate box 
in your room, we can organize it for you.



| OUR WORLD |

Tailored Concierge Services
We are more than happy to offer a 
range of concierge services to make 
your stay with us as enjoyable and 
convenient as possible. Our team is 
available to assist with car rental, 
private transfers, table reservations, 
and tour bookings. Whether you’re
looking to explore the local area by

car or prefer a more luxurious mode 
of transportation, we can help you 
make arrangements. Additionally, 
we offer a variety of exciting tours, 
including  boat tours and helicopter 
tours, for those seeking an adventure 
during their stay. Let us help you plan 
the perfect trip, and make the most 
of your time with us. 

| OUR WORLD |
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Surrender Your 
Senses 
Looking for some 
pampering? You are 
in the right place. 
Welcome to our pri-
vate spa! Indulge in 
luxurious pampering 
with our state-of-the-
art facilities, includ-
ing a double massage 
room, a 6-person 
jacuzzi  and a 3-per-
son sauna. Our jacuzzi 
is topped with a 
stunning dome that
resembles the iconic 
Pantheon in Rome, 
adding to the spa’s 
overall ambiance. 
Experience the ultimate 
in relaxation with our 
exclusive bio therapies. 
Our expert therapist 
will make you feel 
refreshed and rejuve-
nated.
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| OUR WORLD |

Learn more 
rocabella-hotel-santorini.com

Learn more
rocabella-hotel-santorini.com

| OUR WORLD |
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Rocabella Santorini Hotel
Initiate yourselves into the world of our family’s

second retreat at the magical Imerovigli in Santorini, 
and save 10% off your stay. 

https://www.rocabella-hotel-santorini.com/
rocabella-hotel-santorini.com
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| OUR WORLD |

The dream of a green world guiding our every decision and that’s how we’ve 
created a hotel where luxury and eco-consciousness meet each other. From our 
natural materials to our eco-friendly amenities, every aspect of Rocabella’s ethos 
is rooted in a deep respect for nature and a dedication to preserving it for 
generations to come. Join us on this journey towards a more sustainable future, 
where responsible tourism is not just a practice, but a way of living.

1. Green Certification
As proud members of Green 
Hotels and recipients of the pres-
tigious Green Key award, Roca-
bella’s eco-identity is validated. 
Our dedication to sustainable
tourism is evident in every aspect 
of our operations, ensuring that 
your stay not only exceeds expec-
tations but also leaves a positive 
impact on the environment.

• Carbon Footprint 
• Renewable Energy & Electricity 
• Greenhouse Gas Scopes

| OUR WORLD |
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IT’ S ALL ABOUT
SUSTAINABILITY

At Rocabella Mykonos, sustainability is more than just a trend - 
it’s a way of life. With respect to nature and a strong green vision,

we believe in the power of our actions. 
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| OUR WORLD |

4. Sustainable Amenities
Our new branded amenities are 
packaged in recyclable PET bottles 
and boast biodegradable formulas, 
minimizing environmental impact. 
Developed and manufactured locally 
in Greece, our amenities embody 
our dedication to sustainability while 
offering you a touch of luxury during 
your stay. 

5. Eco - friendly Yoga Mats
Elevate your practice with our eco-conscious yoga mats, designed with both sustainability 
and performance in mind. Crafted from medical grade PVC compounds in a zero-waste, 
zero-emissions process according to standard 100 by OEKO-TEX®, our mats prioritize 
quality and safety. Tested for over 300 harmful substances, they are free of phthalates, 
heavy metals, AZO, DOP, and latex. At the end of their lifecycle, they can be easily 
recycled, aligning with our commitment to responsible consumption and waste reduction. 

| OUR WORLD |
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2. Responsible Transportation
Experience top-notch transfer services with our fleet of modern vehicles, including 
environmentally friendly options which emit lower levels of pollutants compared to 
traditional gas-powered counterparts, aligning with our commitment to eco-conscious 
travel. With two charging stations on-site, your journey with us is not only luxurious but 
also environmentally responsible. 

3. Eco - Conscious Initiatives
At Rocabella, environmental preser-
vation is at the heart of everything 
we do. From the utilization of natural 
materials to wise water resource man-
agement, we prioritize eco-friendly 
practices. Our commitment extends to 
reducing our carbon footprint through 
partnerships with “green” car rental 
companies, offering zero-emission ve-
hicles for guests. With two electric car 
charging stations on-site, sustainability 
is seamlessly integrated into your stay.
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| RELAX |

At Rocabella Mykonos Hotel, we’re all about making your stay a 
feel-good experience from head to toe. Your wellbeing is our top priority. 
We believe in taking care of yourself, showing love to yourself, and 
finding that inner calm. Think of our place as your personal retreat, 
a cozy spot to recharge your mind, body, and spirit. 

HAPPINESS
INSIDE!

Move – Breathe – Connect; Here, it’s all about feeling good, 
every moment is a little reminder to be kind to yourself. 

So, step into our world, where wellbeing is a genuine belief, 
a place to take it easy &  find your inner peace. 

| RELAX |

 - 38
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| RELAX |

WE ARE THRILLED TO ANNOUNCE THAT ROCABELLA
MYKONOS IS THE ONLY HOTEL IN THE ISLAND TO
FEATURE A DEDICATED WELLNESS SHALA. WE LOVE

INDIVIDUAL RETREATS & CHARISMATIC PROFESSIONAL
TRAINERS AND INSTRUCTORS! THEREFORE WE CAN

DESCRIBE OUR YOGA & FITNESS RETREATS
AS HANDPICKED & ONE OF A KIND.

THE GYM 

How about starting your day active 
and strong, in a dream setting like 
ours? Marvel at the extraordinary 
views of the picturesque  Chora and 
Delos island, from our brand-new fully-
equipped gum, where fitness meets lux-
ury. Our high-end facilities cater to all 
fitness levels, providing a stunning back-
drop for your workout routine. Whether 
you are a fitness enthusiast or a begin-
ner, our gym offers an inclusive environ-
ment to enhance your wellbeing.

| RELAX |
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WELLNESS SHALA & RETREATS

Step into the Wellness Shala, a heav-
en for holistic wellness, a truly unique 
space in the island. Our comfortable 
room is able to accommodate up to 
from 20 people (indoors) and up to 
40 (outdoors), allowing you to take in 
the breathtaking view and energy of 
Delos island while your practice. 

Here you can host your retreats, 
whether you are a yoga/wellness 
instructor or an agency. We offer 
tailor-made luxury printed practice 
mats, ethically made in Greece, using 
eco-friendly materials. You are also 
able to create the perfect atmosphere 

by selecting your favorite music from 
Marshall speakers and keeping your 
refreshments close at hand in our mini 
fridge. Our team goes beyond stand-
ard personalized services; We under-
stand the importance of dietary pref-
erences, offering a variety of menus 
including vegan, vegetarian etc. It’s 
truly significant that we collaborate 
with specialists and experts, introduc-
ing one-of-a-kind experiences such as 
sound healing, meditation workshops 
and more. 

As an individual, immerse yourself in 
the serene atmosphere, connecting 
with the island’s energy, making it an 
ideal space for your inner peace.



| RELAX |

Experience the pinnacle of relaxation with our bio therapies,
from our highly trained therapists. Whether you’re indulging in face therapies,

body treatments, or add-on rituals, each experience is customized to enhance your
well-being and leave you feeling refreshed and rejuvenated.

area are also available for 
exclusive use. Please contact 
our concierge desk for details. 

SAUNA & 
JACUZZI  

HOURS OF 
OPERATION 

10:00 am 
19:00 pm daily 

MEET OUR 
BEAUTY PRODUCT LINE

At Rocabella Mykonos, we’re committed to sustainability, and that’s  
why we’ve developed our own natural product line, by Oceanis. Our 
biodegradable cosmetics, made with ethically sourced ingredients and 

recyclable packaging, ensure that your pampering experience has 
minimal impact on the environment. You can purchase them at our spa, 

where they are also available for your convenience.

*Ask for Rocabella signature products by Oceanis,
at our concept store too.

| RELAX |
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A HOLISTIC
WELLNESS

EXPERIENCE
Join us at Rocabella Spa and embark on a journey

of self-discovery and renewal. With our holistic approach to wellness 
and luxurious amenities, you’ll emerge feeling revitalized, radiant,

and ready to embrace life to the fullest.

Discover a journey of rejuve-
nation & rediscovery at Roca-
bella Spa, where relaxation 
& inner peace intertwine to 
awaken your senses. Our ex-
pert therapists  await to guide 
you through a transformative 
experience, allowing you to 
unlock incredible feelings of 
beauty & joy.

Step into our exclusive spa, 
where you will find a private 
sauna, a jacuzzi and a mas-
sage area awaiting your ar-
rival. From the tranquil double 
massage room to the invig-
orating 6-person jacuzzi and 
the serene 3-person sauna 
topped with a breathtaking 
dome reminiscent of the Pan-
theon in Rome, every detail 
has been carefully crafted to 
elevate your wellness journey. 



| OUR WORLD |

at reservations @rocabellamykonos.com. 
Our dedicated team is ready 
to assist, providing all the 

EXPRESS 
YOUR 
INTEREST 

information you need and 
create a personalized plan 
for your special event. 

WEDDINGS

Create everlasting memories with 
Rocabella’s boutique weddings. 
Overlooking Chora and Delos Island, 
our exclusive poolside venue offers 
stunning Aegean views. From the 
ceremony to the reception, our 
open-plan space accommodates
intimate events for up to 60 guests. 
Let us handle the details - themes, 
menus, and even accommodations – 
making sure your special day will be 
as beautiful as our backdrop!

HONEYMOONS, 

BACHELOR/ETTE, 

BIRTHDAYS & MORE

For romantic getaways, experience 
Reeza’s private dinners, cooking les-
sons, wine tastings, and our private 
spa treatments. Birthdays come alive 
with personalized decor, spa indul-
gence, and poolside lunches/dinners. 
Bachelor and bachelorette parties 
get the VIP treatment with room de-
cor, spa privileges, and floating tray 
breakfasts.

| OUR WORLD  |

THE PERFECT 
SCENERY FOR YOUR

SPECIAL OCCASIONS 
Plan your wedding & other special moments at

Rocabella Mykonos, where love stories & joy come to life. 
Book your event today & let us turn your dreams into reality!
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| FACES |

Architecture in it’s built form is… 
the art of construction. Once architec-
ture is applied on the Cycladic land-
scape, it has to adapt and respond to 
this unique environment, traditions and 
history, in order to envelop and shelter 
human activity.

The aim of the reformation of 
Rocabella hotel in Mykonos was… 
to create a series of communal or 
private areas, lookout or planted 
spaces, swimming or relaxation zones, 
in which human activity can shelter, 
protected from the sun and wind. 
After all, the locals refer to Mykonos 
as ‘the island of the winds’ due to the 
strong winds that blow all year round, 
so it is crucially important that the 
design addresses wisely the the 
elements of sun and wind.

The main concept of the design 
approach was… to attempt to recreate 
the image of rock formations scat-
tered around the island, as well as the 
protective atmosphere of a cave. The 
labyrinthine structure of the existing 
complex formed an ideal stepping 
stone for this idea to flourish. Organic 
cement surfaces surround spaces, 
accompanied by natural elements 
such as marble, wood and fabrics to 
complete the composition. The actual 
design of spaces follows simple, primal 
forms, so that all focus is oriented 
towards the sea and Mykonos town, 
as well as the islands of Delos and 
Rhenia right in front.

The villa, following the overall 
design principle of the hotel, is… 
a tranquil space, a hideout where 
someone can enjoy fully the ameni-
ties of the hotel, while feel completely 
secluded. It’s open plan living area 
by the private pool facing Mykonos 
town, is in a harmonious juxtaposition 
with the cave-like bedrooms.

Rocabella Mykonos is… a quiet 
retreat where guests can tone down, 
focus on the surrounding setting, the 
perpetual moment of the sea, the 
changing colors of the sun, the sound 
of the wind, the reflections on the 
water and the brightness of the white 
washed walls. Once the guest experi-
ences these conditions and immerses 
himself into this particular setting, can 
eventually introspect and begin a self-
reflection journey.

The hotel complex was first built 
in 2009… and several renovations and 
transformations have occurred to this 
day. Each intervention aimed to solve 
different issues of the operation of the 
settlement at the time.

This ongoing four-year total 
reformation of the hotel… started as 
an attempt to rethink the initial con-
cept of the place and the reason of its 
uniqueness. It has been a challenging 
adventure so far to bring together all 
the different faces of hotel, result of 
years of different construction works, 
needs and approaches, and turn them 
into one holistic unified entity. We 
hope that when this total transforma-
tion project is completed, Rocabella 
Mykonos will form a refuge from the 
hustle and bustle of the Myconian 
summer lifestyle and set the tone for a 
more serene and authentic Cycladic 
experience.

ONCE THE GUEST EXPERIENCES 
THESE CONDITIONS AND 

IMMERSES HIMSELF INTO THIS 
PARTICULAR SETTING, CAN EVENTU-

ALLY INTROSPECT AND BEGIN A 
SELF-REFLECTION JOURNEY.

| FACES |
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ARCHITECTURAL 
VISIONARY

Eleftherios Ambatzis, the mastermind behind 
Rocabella Mykonos’ new architectural era, introduces himself 

& while unveiling the hotel’s new profile.
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Mykonos’ Chora enthrals with its 
labyrinth alleys and characteristic 
Cycladic architecture. The famous 
and 24/7 vibrant Matoyianni, 
Chora’s main road, is the meeting 
point of both locals and visitors, 
and most likely yours as well!

MUST - SEE STOPS IN CHORA:

• Gialos, with its cafes and passers-by 
from early in the morning that flood 
in for its flea market, has managed to 
preserve its traditional character and 
charm with its picturesqueness. 

• The much-photographed and picture-
postcard beauty of Little Venice with 
its characteristic sea captain’s houses, 
the magnificent view of the Mills and 
the sought-after cocktail bars. 

• The mills, one of the most iconic 
landmarks of the island, close to Little 
Venice, attract like magnets the eyes 
and the cameras! They are white, 
cylindrical buildings, that stand proudly 
in the   Kastro district, and once served 
local needs, but also supplied the 
passing ships. 

• Paraportiani Church is one of the 
most impressive churches you will ever 
see in your life and of course a 
classic stop for taking unique photos. 
It is located in the Kastro district and 
impresses with its unique architecture 
that comprises a cluster of 5 churches 
built on 2 levels!

• The Three Wells are found in the 
heart of Chora, where Astra Bar is 
located, and used to be a gathering 
place for beautiful damsels who came 
here to fill their jugs with water or 
meet the love of their life! 

• Meletopoulos’ Garden, featuring the 
summer cinema Cine Manto, is one of 
the most beautiful secrets of Chora, 
just a few minutes from Little Venice. 
Here, amidst trees and lush green, you 
can also enjoy a coffee break at the 
cafe. 

• Countless alleys, each one with its 
own beauty. Some of these captivat-
ing streets include Kalogera, Panach-
rantou, Enoplon Dynameon, Delou 
and many more. 

CHORA ESSENTIALS

MUST DO EXPERIENCES
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MYKONOS
UNCOVERED

Join us on an unforgettable journey as we uncover 
the essence of Mykonos, a paradise waiting to be explored. 

Have a look through the must-visits before you start your exploration!
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AEGEAN MARITIME MUSEUM 

You will find it in the heart of Chora, 
next to Lena’s house, in Three Wells 
neighbourhood. Ancient navigational 
instruments, model ships, and antique 
maps, as well as rare coins, tell the 
story of the country’s nautical past. The 
museum garden exhibits the original 
Armenistis Lighthouse, which dates 
back to 1890 and adorned the ho-
monymous cape until 1983, as well as 
the “Evangelistria” ship, which during 
the summer is berthed at the old port. 

Opening days and hours 
(10, Enoplon Dinameon Street, Chora, 
tel. +30 2289022700, 
http://aegean-maritime-museum.gr/el/ )

DELOS

ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM OF 
DELOS

It is considered one of the most impor-
tant museums, especially for the history 
of ancient Greek sculpture, and it is 
located on the sacred island of Delos. 
The present exhibition includes nine 
halls, six of them exhibit statues and 
reliefs found in Delos, constituting one 
of the most important archaeologi-
cal collections in the world. Two halls 
include pottery ranging from prehis-
toric to late Hellenistic times, and the 
last one contains various objects of 
everyday life found in private houses 
of Delos. However, the exhibition is 
not yet complete. Among other things, 
it is worth taking a look at the statue 
of Artemis, the mosaic floors, and the 
statue of Apollo.

(Delos, tel. +30 2289022259)
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CHORA

ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM

Archaeological Museum
It is located near the Old Port and 
was built in 1902. The original neo-
classical building assumed its present 
island form in 1934, and the large, 
eastern hall, was added in 1972.The 
museum exhibits a large number of 
vases, ranging from the prehistoric to 
the late Hellenistic period (25th - 1st 
century BC), grave statues, stelae and 
funerary urns from Rheneia, and very 
few finds from Mykonos.

Opening days and hours 
(Chora, tel. +30 2289 022325)

FOLKLORE MUSEUM 

A stone’s throw from the famous Para-
portiani Church, in the Kastro area, 
you will find the Folklore Museum, 
housed in a listed sea captain’s house. 
There are six main exhibition halls 
which house collections of antique 
furniture, Byzantine icons, Folkloric 
ceramics, historical commemorative 
plates, decorative prints and gravures, 
as well as embroidered and hard-
woven fabrics, locks and keys, weights 
and measures, a lovely collection 
of model boats, and other historical 
artefacts. There are also important 
archives of manuscripts and printed 
matter, photographs, maps and a 
significant library.

Opening days and hours 
(Kastro, tel. +30 6946775528 
https://www.facebook.com/
Mykonos-Folklore-Muse-
um-1470868149858200/)

LENA’S HOUSE

An additional annexe to the 
Folklore Museum, Lena’s house is 
located in Chora, on Enoplon 
Dynameon Street, and it was named 
after its last homeowner, Lena 
Scrivanou. It is a charmingly 
preserved, authentic 19th-century 
Mykonian middle-class dwelling, which 
is completely furnished and equipped 
with antique furniture and house 
utensils, ready to take you on a trip 
down memory lane! Here, you will also 
find mirrors, embroidery, paintings and 
functional or decorative objects 
in their natural position. 

Opening days and hours  
(https://www.facebook.com/
Mykonos-Folklore-Muse-
um-1470868149858200/ )

BONI’S WINDMILL OR 
AGRICULTURAL MUSEUM

This is also an annexe to the Folklore 
Museum and it is located in Chora 
offering visitors the opportunity to see 
up close the inside of old windmills 
and explore their operation. Boni’s old 
windmill is a grand three-storey 
cylindrical building. On the first floor 
you will see the area where the flour 
was weighed, the second floor is 
where they stored supplies and on 
the last floor you will see the mill.

Opening days and hours 
https://www.facebook.com/
Mykonos-Folklore-Muse-
um-1470868149858200/ 

MUSEUMS

WORTH VISITING
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AGIOS STEFANOS

Agios Stefanos beach, within minutes 
from the hotel, is organised with cafés, 
restaurants and taverns, and it is ideal 
for those seeking tranquillity.

PSAROU

Pretty, cosmopolitan organized beach 
with water sports, including a diving 
school.

PLATIS YIALOS

One of the island’s most beautiful 
beach, with a good sand coast, ho-
tels, restaurants, and regular trans-
portation. It is the terminus for water 
transport to the southern beaches at 
Paraga, Kalamopodi, Plintri, Agrari, 
and Elia.

PARAGA

Small, pretty beach with a nice land-
scape. To the south, the beach of Ayia 
Anna hosts one of the island’s two 
organized camping grounds.

PARADISE (KALAMOPODI)

Pretty and popular beach which first 
gained international fame thanks to 
the hippies. There’s organized camp-
ing and water sports.

SUPER PARADISE (PLINTRI)

The island’s most famous beach, it’s
world-renowned for its beach parties. 
Popular among the young and hip, it’s 
also been a destination for VIPs since 
the Fifties and celebrity-spotting con-
tinues to date, with reason. The beach 
also has a reputation for attracting 
eccentrics and eccentric behavior. 

PANORMOS

Cosmopolitan organized beach on 
the north part of the island. 

AYIA ANNA-KALAFATIS

Two fine beaches with broad sand 
shores and clear waters separated by 
the Divounta peninsula with its fishing 
harbor. Both offer a pretty landscape, 
amenities that include a diving and surf-
ing school, and good transportation.

ELIA

Pretty, expansive, and popular. Elia is 
the last stop on the water transport 
route from Platis Yialos.

AGRARI

Another pretty beach, slightly more 
isolated for swimmers who shun 
crowds.
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BEACH REPORT 

Mykonos is the island boasting the most wonderful 
beaches with crystal clear waters that will definitely 

be included in your favourites. Don’t miss out on any of them!
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DON’T MISS OUT
ON ANY OF THEM!
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FTELIA

Located in the northern part of the 
island, about 9 km from Chora, Ftelia 
is featured among the hippie style 
beaches, particularly dear to surfers.

AGIOS SOSTIS

In the northern part of the island, near 
Panormos, it is one of the most beauti-
ful beaches on the island, featuring a 
long side and a smaller bay ideal for 
skinny dipping.

AYIOS IOANNIS

Cosmopolitan, somewhat western 
beach with a view towards Delos.

LIA

The furthest of the southern beaches, 
boasts a number of tavernas and a 
beach bar restaurant.

MEGALI AMMOS

Within walking distance (located 
within walking distance of 600 
meters south) is the best beach close 
to Chora.

WILD ONES? 
DISCOVER TOP DESERTED BEACHES WITH CLEAN, 

CRYSTAL CLEAR WATER!

Fokos   Mersini  Kapari  Merihia  Vathia Lagada  Fragia
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rocabellamykonos@

reezarestaurant@

FOLLOW US
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FOLLOW OUR
EVERY STEP

ALL YEAR LONG!
SUBSCRIBE 

join our newsletters

https://www.instagram.com/rocabellamykonos/
https://www.instagram.com/rocabellamykonos/
https://www.rocabella-hotel-mykonos.com/
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TRANSFER SERVICE 

We provide transportation services with 
our experienced drivers’ team all over 
the island from 08:00 am until 23:00 pm 
daily with our brand-new fully electric 
cars, towards a more sustainable future 
for transportation. In case you would like 
to arrange a transfer after 23:00 pm, 
our welcome team would gladly schedule 
it, beforehand (preferably ahead of time).

Please contact our reception team in
advance to make a reservation. Check
our pricelist at the end of the directory.

MINI BAR
Our mini bars include a variety of 
premium Greek products. Please check 
our pricelist at the end of the directory. 

PARKING
You can park your vehicle for free at the 
hotel’s specially designed areas. Please 
do not park at the entrance.

DINE & DRINK

Breakfast is served from 08:00 to 11:00 
am in our restaurant and it’s included 
in your room rate. A breakfast menu is 
available upon charge from 11:00 am to 
12:00 pm too. For your convenience we 
offer room service breakfast in an addi-
tional charge of 15 euros per person.

Reeza Restaurant is open from 
12:00 pm to 00:00 am 
(last order at 23:45 pm)

Cactee Pool Bar is open from 
08:00 am to 01:00 am

Pool Menu is available 
12:00 pm to 19:00 pm

RELAX

Gym is open from 10:00 am to 19:00 pm

Spa is open from 10:00 am to 19:00 pm

SWIMMING POOL
Swimming pool is open from 
08:00 am to 19:00 pm

MORE ROCABELLA EXPERIENCES ,
DESIGNED ESPECIALLY FOR OUR GUEST!

PRIVATE DINNER
Turn your veranda into your own private 
open dining space and let us pamper you
with exquisite suggestions. Contact 
reception for more information.

GREEK WINE TASTING
is available upon request. Please contact 
our Welcome staff for more information.

COOKING LESSONS
Cook along with our Head Chef for
a unique cooking experience!

PICNIC
We can organize your picnic anywhere 
on the island that inspires you, ensuring
one of your sweetest experiences or pick 
up your tailor-made basket. Ask our
welcome staff for more information.
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ALL ABOUT
YOUR STAY

RECEPTION
Our reception is open 24/7 and our staff 
will be delighted to accommodate you 
with reservations at the Reeza restaurant, 
participation in cooking and wine tasting 
classes, vehicle rental or tour arrange-
ments. For those who want to explore 
the island the romantic way we offer a 
picnic basket service. We also have a fully 
equipped yoga sala for those who want 
to practice yoga and meditation. To call 
reception please dial 100.

INSTANT CHAT
Contact us WhatsApp/Viber (+30) 
6945562315 to make transportation 
arrangements or for any other requests 
throughout the day.

CHECK OUT
Checkout time is 11:00 am sharp. As 
a boutique hotel, we are quite often 
fully booked and it’s essential that our 
housekeeping team has sufficient time to 
prepare and sanitize the rooms. In case 
you would like to request a late check-
out (with an extra charge), please let us 
know the day before your departure 
at the latest, and we will be more than 
happy to check all options and condi-
tions for you.

We would like to welcome you to Rocabella Mykonos 5* Boutique Hotel!
Hereunder, you will find some helpful information 

regarding your stay with us.

We would like to remind you that we offer 
a changing area with shower facilities 
and bath amenities for your convenience. 
We hope that this option will enhance 
your overall experience with us and make 
your last day more comfortable. 

LUGGAGE ASSISTANCE/

STORAGE
If you require any assistance during your 
departure, please dial 100 and ask at
reception for someone to carry your 
luggage or store them safely at the 
reception area.

TURNDOWN SERVICE
Our housekeeping team cleans the rooms 
daily. However, if you would like to opt-
out of your daily housekeeping service 
please inform our reception team. 
Turndown service is provided daily during 
the evening. 

ROOM SERVICE
Room service menu is available daily 
08:00 am until 23:30 pm and a variety 
of cold snacks 23:30 pm until 08:00 am. 
We would like to inform you that there 
is an additional charge of 20% on the 
restaurant menu prices.
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TELL US WHAT YOU THINK 

Your opinion matters and we’d love to hear it! Let us know what you think of 
your accommodation at our hotel and Reeza experience, to better ourselves for you. 

After all, it is your feedback that consistently ranks us number 1 on Tripadvisor 
with you always being the number 1 in our heart! 

☺  sharing is caring ☺

Please share your favorite moments 
at the social network, 

using the hashtag

#rocabellamykonos
and tag us 

@rocabellamykonos 
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CONCEPT STORE
Now, every hour is ideal for shopping 
with our 24/7 concept store next to 
the reception area.  From handmade 
ceramics cups, candles, and vases to 
Rocabella amenities, books, and jewelry, 

each piece here tells a story of Greek 
craftsmanship and design. Browse 
through a collection of unique souvenirs 
and treasures, all sourced from talented 
local designers

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW 
DURING YOUR STAY AT 
ROCABELLA MYKONOS:

• Please do not throw any paper or sanitary products into the toilet, 
please use the bin provided.

• Please keep in mind that bathrobes and slippers are only for room use. 
In case you have a spa appointment you may change at the spa area.

• Tap water is not drinkable, 1lt bottle of water with our compliments is provided 
  during our turndown service in the morning.

• It is strictly prohibited to order food and beverages outside of the hotel, 
access will be denied to food delivery.

• Our electrical supply is 220V. 

• Pool towels are provided at the pool area. 

• Our Rocabella tailor made beach bag can be bought at the price of 35 euro.

• In our rooms, there is a safe available, where you can safely store your valuables. 
  We bear no responsibility in case of loss.

• Free Wi-Fi: network: Rocabella Wi-Fi

• Password: #rocabellamykonos
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We would like to inform you that transfer from/to the port) is 30 euro per person
(private transportation) . Also, the transfer from/to the airport costs 50 euro per room

(private transportation). Don’t forget to book your transfer at reception
at least two hours before your departure time.

MINI BAR MENU

WET BAG

ERA SALTY MIX 

ERA RAW MIX

ESOPHY CHOCOLATE

POPPY’S POPCORN

POPPY’S POPCORN

SOFT DRINKS

BEER

B-FRESH

WINES

SPARKLING WATER

MINERAL WATER

ROCABELLA BLEECKER SIGNATURE BAG

ALMONDS,CASHEWS,PEANUTS

ALMONDS,PEANUTS,WALNUTS,RAISINS, 

SUNFLOWER SEEDS, CRANBERRIES

MILK CHOCOLATE

CLASSIC POP CORN SALTED

CHOCOLATE CARAMEL CORN

COCA COLA,  COCA COLA ZERO

CHOICE OF GREEK BEER

ORGANIC HANDMADE BEVERAGE-SUGAR FREE

KTIMA MOUSON 9 WHITE WINE

KTIMA MOUSON 9 ROSE WINE

SPARKLING WATER

NATURAL GREEK SOURCES

60 GR

60 GR

50 GR

20 GR

55 GR

330 ML

330 ML

0.25L

187 ML

187 ML

330 ML

500 ML

29,00€
7,00€

7,00€
6,50€
5,00€
6,50€
5,00€
8,00€
7,00€
8,00€
8,00€
4,00€
3,00€

You can also dial 100 from your room or use our WhatsApp number for instant chat.

(+30) 6945562315. Let’s connect!
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We will be more than happy to arrange your transfer anywhere on the island. 
If you wish to use our transfer services please pre book our professional driver at the best 
available price to drive you to the hidden gems of Mykonos. Kindly note, that our transfer 

service has same price as a regular taxi and even more competitive. 
For individual packages contact our concierge team.

Please find below the charges for the best places in Mykonos.

TRANSFER TO / FROM MYKONOS TOWN

ROCABELLA

ROCABELLA

ROCABELLA

ROCABELLA

ROCABELLA

ROCABELLA

ROCABELLA

ROCABELLA

ROCABELLA

ROCABELLA

ROCABELLA

ROCABELLA

ROCABELLA

ROCABELLA

ROCABELLA

ROCABELLA

ROCABELLA

ROCABELLA

ROCABELLA

ROCABELLA

ROCABELLA

CHORA

ORNOS

AGIOS IOANNIS 

PSAROU

PLATYS GIALOS

PARAGA

PARADISE

SUPER PARADISE

ELIA

KALO LIVADI

AGIA ANNA

KALAFATIS

LIA

AGIOS SOSTIS

PANORMOS

FTELIA

FOKOS

ANO MERA

MAOU

LIGHTHOUSE

180 SUNSET BAR

25

36

36

40

40

40

40

50

50

50

50

50

50

40

40

40

50

40

50

36

36

per room

per room

per room

per room

per room

per room

per room

per room

per room

per room

per room

per room

per room

per room

per room

per room

per room

per room

per room

per room

per room


